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# Around 2020, it is expected that the New Mobility will emerge and it will 

flow into tremendous Convenience Market largely. This is showing the 

Values of spatio-temporal movements of human will drastically change. 
 

# Urban Planning is widely going on towards the Realization of  “the 

Convenient society in which we can be happy even if walking, and my 

car, share car, public transportation and bicycle can coexist.”  
 

# In this presentation, Feeling Flow and the Environment Values which 

will become the source of Moving Demand are proposed to seek the 

smoothing means for the People Flows. 

Introduction 
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TTT（技術、才能、寛容）で国内４１３都市中第１位エアランゲン市
（10万人）に見る元祖コンパクトシティ （ミュンヘンは2位） 

German  In TTT（Technology, Talent, Tolerance）, No.1 of 413 cities is Erlangen 

(100,000 people) , Originator of Compact City. Munch is 2nd. 
25％ have Foreign roots. Population flow is the vitality. City cooperation. Wall Bird's-eye 

thinking to change the city. Positive acceptance and anti-racial discrimination foreigners, 

refugees. Walking the main street of 10 minutes cormorant crowded, small city atmosphere 

of calm in the cultural. 2-layer structure of social thought and culture / values / identity 

Continue to be the latest 400 years, it produced the suits economy era, the development of 

the city, City center city, fort, university town, High centripetal force, cultural festival, sports,  

Bicycle traffic, Urban Farm, Corporate Strategy, Leisure is to volunteer, Industry, academia 

and government cooperation. 

France Livable city No.1：Angers, Strasbourg ::: compact city 
Town walk live in,  Pedestrian safety measures, Public transportation, which coexists with 

car convenience increases, rise of car sharing. 

Creativities of Cities are not proportional to 

the population scale, but to People Flow !? 
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Various flows (man, 

animal, material) 

occurred.  

Various cultures occurred 

Man and animal felt  

something from the  

sensing and the memories 

interaction 

City Planning！ 
People felt more, and considered 

Information for moving 

Emotion  

Sense, feeling 

Presentiment, forecast, plan 

Generic and specific 

Before movement, it is good to 

conceive the target place and environments 

Before long, it became  quasi-

steady PFLOW 

At First, the Environments Exist 
From time immemorial, man and animal are wandering for sustenance to live 

Man and animal felt  

something from the  

sensing and the memories 

Man and animal felt  

something from the  

sensing and the memories 



Potential energy EV based on multi-category 

values on every point on the moving trajectory 
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Then, various FFLOWs are being organized… 

More comfortable 

Hypothesis： the ideal spatio-temporal 

movements are in the states that   

    Movements in Real space  match to  

    Movements of FFLOW in Virtual space 
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1tt

situation,space_virtual,space_realtrajectoryGET_EVX

POI（Point Of Interest), Landmark 

Environment Values: EV 

EV corresponding to real space 

EV corresponding to virtual space 

More something… 

Man find the values in the environments 
Movement only for living 

Sources of reprinted photos are  depicted  in the last page 
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This will reify the Ideal Movement states… 

Now, focus 

        nemotonnfeelingndemand_movingn t,t,tt FFFF 

   nfeelingn tt FF 

Generate the time series of Virtual Environment Values (comfort potential) 

Information： as for moving demand of users 

Emotion      ： especially when arbitration 

Feeling  ：vague perception of image 

Then what is the FFLOW? 



POI 

FFLOW-3 

Start time 

POI 

FFLOW-1 

FFLOW-2 

LM 

FFLOW-1 
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      xVΔx,tUΔtFFLOWx,tPFLOW =

Wo ist das? 

Wie alt ist die Stadt? 

Es gefult mir sehr gut! 

Moving-Demand 

Feeling Sensing-Memory 

Emotion-Passion 

3 steps of FFLOW 

PFLOW can be predicted from FFLOW !? 

Que desirez-vous boire 



伏見稲荷神社 

清水寺 

鹿苑寺（金閣寺） 

南禅寺 
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Sources of reprinted photos are  depicted  in the last page 

FFLOW is activated by the Image 
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::::: 

// ●LM0: Kochi Castle and park  Nagoya Castle and park  Glabor garden 

UsrSA[0][0]=5; UsrSA[0][1]=5; UsrSA[0][2]=9 ;  UsrSA[0][3]=8; UsrSA[0][8]=5;  

UsrSA[0][10]=3; UsrSA[0][11]=9; UsrSA[0][12]=5; UsrSA[0][13]=2; 

UsrSA[0][20]=10; UsrSA[0][21]=6; UsrSA[0][25]=7; UsrSA[0][28]=7;//★  

:::::: 

Mapping to different spatio-temporal regions 
# Examples according to the generic properties of PFLOW, which are  activated by FFLOW. 

# Initial values for Mover are supposed to be common vectors for basic vocabularies of LM, 

which will reduce the input works drastically. 

Then, what is the comfort potential ? 
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Features of 100 people（Mover） and 

Features of 100 LMs will enable us to 

Compute the comfort 

Hypothesis：FFLOW maximize the Comfort 
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Compute comfort from Mover 

T

SDUUE  

：Comfort

Mover 
0: time 

1: cost 

2: capacity of people 

3: accessibility 

4: hobby, scene, history 

5: weather 

6: preference, shopping 

7: smoking, drinking 

8: lunch, dinner 

9: play, sports, marine 

resort 

：：：：：：：：： 

Take an Inner product correlation of  

Dynamic user profile and Static user profile 

each of which is weighted by User models 
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User  

Experience DB 

UGC： User Generated Contents 
LM evaluations and schedules by the  

past navigation and recommendations 

Epoi: Comfort of 

LM・POI 
Ecar: Comfort of 

Moving in vehicle 

Add attributes 

Data expansion 

Situation Profile 

Epub: Comfort of 

public transportations 

Eplane: Comfort of 

Moving in Plane: 

AEON Mall 
TDL 

USA 

Disney 

Escene: Comfort of 

scene on the route 

Eship: comfort of 

moving by ship 

Predict Comfort from User Experiences 

## Firstly, make database of my 

tour experiences and compare the 

computed results with my subjective 

evaluations 

## Next, on the basis of other 

people’s moving experiences, we 

compare the predicted values with 

the subjective evaluations. 



Towards MOVER on NMF 
Dynamic User Profile: UD 
confidence 

confidence 

Static User Profile : US 

confidence 

   TSSDD

T

SD W,UWW,UWUUE  

T

SDUUE 

First ordered prediction can be possible from  

the decomposed results of the factor matrices  

according to the past event matrix 

100 dimensional event pattern (landmark) vector  

which corresponds to the Rth factor 

Comfort Potential : E 
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From Mover to Comfort 

Various conditions exist: 

Constraints: schedule, money, duration, restaurant, 

accessibility with surrounding facilities, connection, 

transportation 

Unexpected: closed, under construction, weather, schedule 

change. 

Users related: maturity, repeat number of degree, stay in 

relative’s house, schedule, restaurant preference, 

transportation means, car mode. Age, preference, visit 

schedule of passengers. 

Comfort potential 

   TSSDD

T

SD WUWWUWUUE ,, 

Mover code 
0: time 

1: cost 

2: capacity of people 

3: accessibility 

4: hobby, scenery, history, historical place 

5: weather (comfortable) 

6: preference, shopping 

7: smoking, drinking 

8: lunch, dinner, restaurant 

9: play, sports, marine resort 

10: taxi  

11: walking  

12: trams, subway, train 

13: Bus 

::::: 

20: user experiences 

21: repeater degree 

25: Best-10 priority in the target area 

28: Best-3 priority in the target area 

：：：：：：：：：：：： 
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Comfort Potential for Vehicle 
# path correctness, not distant, not taking too much time 

# beautifulness of surrounding scenes 

# rest spaces, shopping places, sightseeing spots are appropriately located 

# easy to drive (road width, coming vehicles, number of lines, paving degree ） 
# good weather, clean air 

# easy to look around, not dangerous 

# rare congestion, few large vehicles 

# passengers will not become boring and can maintain good conditions physically 

# Guide indication board at important position makes it easy to understand 

# easy to drive in tunnel 

：：：：：：：：：：：：：： 

CONNECTED will reach the total comfort !? 
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Congestion Avoidance, etc. 

Jam Alleviation 

Change to  

Public Transportation 

Sensing 

↓ 

Predictions 

↓ 

Vague Solutions  

↓ 

Rapid 

Matching  

↓ 

Recommendation 

↓ 

 

↓ 
Proactive Navigation 

Jam  

Predicted 

Danger  

Predicted 

Accepted! 
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Service Image of Comfort  



Case Example: Visit Kyoto in Autumn 

Recommended schedule 

Comfort prediction 
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Pref1[100][100] 

UsrSA[100][100] 

UsrDA[100][100] 

Pref2[100][100] 

#minimum input 

#Rapid matching on 

multi-dimensional 

evaluators 

WSA[100][100] 

WDA[100][100] 

Comparative evaluation  

and improvement 

11/3: Kyoto   

11/4：Kyoto 

11/5：Kobe 

Select LM set 

Select  

100 users 

Define 

100 LMs 

Experienced schedules 

Subject evaluation  

Mover code 
0: time 

1: cost 

2: capacity of people 

3: accessibility 

4: hobby, scenery, history, historical 

place 

5: weather (comfortable) 

6: preference, shopping 

7: smoking, drinking 

8: lunch, dinner, restaurant 

9: play, sports, marine resort 

10: taxi  

11: walking  

12: trams, subway, train 

13: Bus 

::::: 

20: user experiences 

21: repeater degree 

25: Best-10 priority in the target area 

28: Best-3 priority in the target area 

：：：：：：：：：：：： 

User Model 
# Time priority  

# time priority + personal event  

# Schedule adherence  

# restaurant reservation  

# Taxi based moving model  

# priority on train & bus + additional 

taxi 

# Priority on specific LM   

# priority on cost # rain or shine  

# priority on fine weather  

# priority on shopping  

# a little bit distant LM based 

MAIN CONDITION 
# personal event 

# weather # baggage 

# price of public 

transportation 

# No. of moving 

person:1 

# road condition, status 

# time required 

# clothes 

# time zone 

# what you want to buy  

# other possible POI 

# minimum input of preference orders 

(only for important parts, otherwise 

interpolation. # minimum input of Mover 

vector (sub-vector can be copied between 

different areas using generic properties 

and LM classes.) # rapid matching 
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Evaluation of comfort by preference orders 

and EV potentials 

100 users 100 LMs 

Mover based 

comfort potentials 

on Environment 

Values 

Evaluation by 

Multi-dimensional 

matching of 

preference orders 
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CONCLUSION 
# Moving demand prediction method is proposed around the comfort. 

# Feature vector Mover which describes the environment values are newly 

proposed regarding POI and LM. 

# We tried the total evaluation of the comfort potential and multidimensional stable 

matching using the preference orders. 

# Concept of feeling flow is proposed and its relation to the PFLOW is investigated. 

# People navigation from the new points of view that Feeling Flow is presumed 

will be tried for the congestion avoidance and comfort improvement by the rapid 

presentations of vague solutions. We will firstly evaluate the moving experiences.  

# On the basis of FFLOW predictions, we will consider the machine which can 

originally generate the spatio-temporal trajectories and also create the   

time series of decisions so that they can be applied practically.  

NEXT 
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沖縄観光の人気スポットランキングTOP30！ | 楽天トラベル 

https://travel.rakuten.co.jp/mytrip/ranking/spot-okinawa/  

京都の観光スポットランキングTOP10 - じゃらんnet 

http://www.jalan.net/kankou/260000/  

四国 高知県の一度は行ってみたい 絶景観光スポット - NAVER まとめ 

https://matome.naver.jp/odai/2141717250570285901  

東京の観光スポットランキングTOP10 - じゃらんnet 

http://www.jalan.net/kankou/130000/  

北米のパリと呼ばれる街、モントリオール｜カナダの観光情報サイト「ENJOY 

CANADA」｜H.I.S.関西発 

https://canada.his-west.com/culture/1060  

シャープならデジタルサイネージの機材選定から設置・施工、運用、保守まで
一括サポート：シャープ 

本発表掲載の写真は一部、下記サイトより転載。  

Sources of Reprinted Photos in this presentation are as follows:  

https://travel.rakuten.co.jp/mytrip/ranking/spot-okinawa/
https://travel.rakuten.co.jp/mytrip/ranking/spot-okinawa/
https://travel.rakuten.co.jp/mytrip/ranking/spot-okinawa/
https://travel.rakuten.co.jp/mytrip/ranking/spot-okinawa/
https://travel.rakuten.co.jp/mytrip/ranking/spot-okinawa/
http://www.jalan.net/kankou/260000/
http://www.jalan.net/kankou/260000/
https://matome.naver.jp/odai/2141717250570285901
https://matome.naver.jp/odai/2141717250570285901
http://www.jalan.net/kankou/130000/
http://www.jalan.net/kankou/130000/
https://canada.his-west.com/culture/1060
https://canada.his-west.com/culture/1060
https://canada.his-west.com/culture/1060
https://canada.his-west.com/culture/1060
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Thank you for your attention ! 

Additional slides follow for Q&A. 
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PFLOWs of 20 thousands of people from Chukyo area (Japan) in 2011.11.5 (Sat.) are extracted and 

analyzed regarding moving purposes for the 1km square around Nagoya station, which showed the above 

results. The right figure shows “0：Others” are no doubt dominant. This means ｛vague moving, multi-

purpose, secret, impossible to judge｝．This is partly because the unit is “person minute”. 

Grab the undecided PFLOW of Moving Demand 

Actually as a whole… 

Distribution of Moving Purposes 

Grab the Undecided PFLOW 



User Experiences 

maturity 

Not experienced 
Have Knowledge 

residents 

repeaters 

No knowledge 

Ordinary 

Extraordinary 

Estimated  confidence for moving demand and extraordinary on LM and user classification 

  
Sightseeing 

Residents Traffic means 
Not Experienced First experienced Repeater 

Nagoya AEON Mall H/M/L Extraordinary H/M Extraordinary M/L Ordinary H Train, Car 

Nagoya Gate Tower Bldg H/M/L Extraordinary H/M Extraordinary H/M Ordinary H Train  Car 

Sakae Department Stores H/M/L Extraordinary H/M Extraordinary M/L Ordinary L Train  Car 

APITA, Valor (Shopping Center) H/M/L Extraordinary M/L Extraordinary M/L Ordinary M Car, Walking 

Nagasaki, Glover garden H/M/L Extraordinary H Extraordinary H/M Ordinary L Public Transportation 

 Kochi, Shimanto area H/M/L Extraordinary H/M  Extraordinary H/M Ordinary L Train, Bus, Car  

experienced 

23 



0: time 

1: cost 

2: capacity of people 

3: accessibility 

4: hobby, scenery, 

history, historical place 

5: weather 

(comfortable) 

6: preference, 

shopping 

7: smoking, drinking 

8: lunch, dinner, 

restaurant 

9: play, sports, marine 

resort 

10: taxi  

11: walking  

12: trams, subway, 

train 

13: Bus 

::::: 

20: user experiences 

21: repeater degree 

25: Best-10 priority in 

the target area 

28: Best-3 priority in 

the target area 

：：：：：：：：：：：： 

LM 

POI 
User(Mover) 

There is no such as a new creation in the world, it is just the discovery of a（Gaudi） 

FFLOW 

# Reduce fatigue（Big Data possible） 
# Health (Big Data possible） 
# Comfort（before the Big Data aggregated 

so as not to be affected by dynamic trend 

change ) 

Effect and Function 

# Common platform for different Appli. 

# Hardware: signage, camera, sensor, PC 

# Database ：User Experienced DB 

(UEDB),User Generated contents (UGC) 

EVmatching＋EVoptmization 

Rapid Matching which optimize the effects 

according to the user 

① 

② 

③ 

Structure of Experimental System 

Trustee cooperative filter and collective 

intelligence will raise the prediction rate 

before the big data are accumulated. 

Prediction, recommendation, matching 

are commonly solved. 

24 

Trend dynamically 

change before the 

Big Data are 

accumulated.  

UEDB 

UGC 
Web 

Moverコード Moverコード Mover Code 
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When FFLOW activates PFLOW 
# virtual spatio-temporal space for every user will become closer to the real spatio-temporal space as much as possible, 

through the real movement, experience, conversation.  

# where, it is within the required field. Ordinary people will not consider what exists under the floor, or, within the building 

passing by. There would be a lot of things and materials which are not necessary to know forever. 

Virtual spatio-temporal space left behind the FFLOW is a vague image of phenomena. 

PFLOW will be triggered by this image：PFLOW Prediction using FFLOW Estimation 

# FFLOW of Machine will generate the machine’s creativity and idea. 

# The computer which has creativity will emerge on the basis of 

comfort potential.  

Estimate the FFLOW of Machine 

Prediction of real MFLOW 

Decision of moving will 

# When applying to human, it will contribute to the smooth 

PFLOW and acceleration of decision. 

# in vehicle equipment generate the room for the time. 

Machine will generate the moving demand prediction within the 

virtual spatio-temporal spaces, namely, the time series of 

autonomous moving will. 

If this will be done  

for the machine  

by the machine 

It is a vague solution other than the recognized results on the basis of the appropriate collective intelligence. 

Under this confidence and the vagueness, evolutions and schedule achievements will go on. 
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User profile 

Recommended solution 

From Vague Solutions to Recommendations 

agenda 
Tour member 

Vague solution 

1-path route 

Shopping menu 

season 

weather 

Baggage, equipment 

The advantage of using the car 

Car rental 

UGC 

Multi-dimensional matching 

+ profile correlation 

destination # other schedules  # menus other 

than sightseeing, leisure 

Share  

ADAS 

Any shopping you want? 

Substitute POI exists? 

Time zone 

bus 

Main purpose 

guidebook 

ski 

Memorial service-grave Alumni Association 

sports 

Cost calculation 

Calculation of time 
check 

cloth 

Feeling flow 

Substitute 

POI 

Road  conditions 

jam 

Time required 

family 

friends 

stranger acquaintance 

train 

bicycle 

plane 

SNS-

FB 

Mountain-climbing, camp 


